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ABSTRACT 
In the present note we obtain a number of Hall-type theorems in combinatorial 
analysis and we apply these to the study of questions concerned with the existence 
of certain integral matrices. For recent investigations in the same field by means of 
elementary set-theoretic methods, the reader is referred to items [8]-[12] of the 
bibliography. 
1. TERMINOLOGY 
AII sets considered here are assumed to be finite. A fami ly  9~ ~ (Ai : i E I) 
of  subsets of  E is defined to be a mapping of  I into the power set of  E. 
We emphasize the distinction between families and sets by the use of  
parentheses and braces respectively for these two objects. We say that 
the family 9~' = (Ai : i ~ I ' )  is a subfamily of 9~, and we write 9~' C 9~, if 
I '  _C I. Further,  we write 
A( I ' )  = U A i ;  
i~I' 
an analogous notation will be used for families labeled by other letters. 
The cardinal  number of  a set X will be denoted by r X ] .  Let ~1 = 
(A1 ..... A, 0 be a family of  subsets of  a set E. A subset T of E is called a 
transversal of ~ if there exists a bijection q~:T--~{1,.. . ,  n} such that 
x ~ A~(~) for all x ~ T. (This implies, in particular, that [ T I = n.) 
Thus 9.1 possess a transversal if  and only i f  it is possible to select one 
element from each of the sets A1 ,..., An such that the elements o selected 
are distinct. I fT  (_C E) is a transversal of two families ~ and ~,  then it is 
said to be a common transversal (CT) of these families. 
Let Ex ,..., E~ be subsets o f  E. I f  they are pairwise disjoint and if their 
union is E, then the family (E~ ..... E~) will be called a partition of E. 
Finally, if  X is a set and m a non-negative integer, then mX is defined 
as X or ~ according as m > 0 or m = 0. 
3O 
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2. FAMILIAR RESULTS ON COMMON TRANSVERSALS 
The results summarized in this section will be used in the subsequent 
argument. 
LEMMA 1. The families (A1 ..... A,0 and (B  1 . . . . .  B,0 of  subsets of  E 
possess a CT  i f  and only i f  
I A(I) c~ B(J)I ~> [ I I  + l J ]  - -  n (2.1) 
whenever I, J _C {1 ..... n}. 
This important criterion is due to Ford and Fulkerson [1]; for a 
different approach, see [11]. We next seek to extend the criterion by 
considering two families whose index sets may have different cardinals. 
LEMMA 2. The family 92 = (A 1 ..... Am) and a subfamily o f  ?3 = 
(B 1 ..... B,~) possess a CT  if  and only if  (2.1) holds whenever I _C {1 ..... m}, 
J _C{1 ..... n}. 
For  a related result, see [11, w Suppose, in the first place, that 92 
and a subfamily of ?3 have a CT. Then m ~< n and we may assume, 
without loss of generality, that (A 1 ..... A,,) and (B1 ..... Bin) have a CT. 
Hence, by Lemma 1, 
[A(I) AB(J1) I /> ]Ir +] Ja] - -m 
whenever I, J1 C {1 ..... m}. Now let J _C {1 ..... n}, and write J = J1 w J2, 
where J1 - {I ..... m}, J2 C_ {m + 1,..., n}. Then 
I A(I) n B(J)I ~> I A(I) n B(J1)J >~ I I i  + ]Ja I - -  m ~> t I l  + I J l  - -  n. 
Suppose, next, that (2.1) is valid whenever I C{1 ..... m}, J _C {1 ..... n}. 
Then, taking I ----- {1 ..... m}, J = ~,  we see that m ~< n. Let D be a set 
whose cardinal is sufficiently large and which has an empty intersection 
with every Ai and every Bj. Making use of the hypothesis and of Lemma 1, 
we easily verify that the family consisting of A~ ..... Am and n -- m copies 
of D has a CT with the family of the sets Bj u D, 1 ~< j ~< n. Hence 92 
and a subfamily of ?3 possess a CT. 
LEMMA 3, Let 92, 73 be finite families of  sets, and let 92' C_ 92, 73' C ?3. 
Then the following two statements are equivalent. 
(i) There exist families 92o, ?3o with 92' C_ 92o C ~I, ?3' C ?3o C_ ?3 which 
have a CT. 
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(ii) (a) 9~' and a subfamily of  ~3 have a CT; (b) ~3' and a subfamily of 92 
have a CT. 
A deduction of this result from Lemma 1 is to be found in [9]. 
3. QUANTITATIVE RESULTS ON GENERALIZED TRANSVERSALS 
Let 92 = (Ax ..... A,~) be a family of subsets of E. By a generalized 
transversal of 92 we shall understand a family (X~ ..... X,) of pairwise 
disjoint sets such that X~ C A~ (1 ~< i ~ n). When each Xi is a singleton, 
then a generalized transversal reduces effectively to a transversal. 
Let (E~ .... , E~) be a partition of E. Our principal result is concerned 
with the determination of conditions under which a generalized trans- 
versal (X1 ..... X,) of 92 can be chosen such that the cardinals of the sets 
X~ (1 ~ i~n) ,  (X~u- ' -uX~)nE j  (1 ~ j~p)  
lie between prescribed bounds. 
THEOREM 1. Let (A  1 . . . . .  An) be a family of subsets of E, and let 
(El ..... E~) be a partition of E. Further, let O <~ r; <~ ri (1 ~<i~<n), 
0 ~ s~ ~< sj (1 <~ j <~ p) be integers. Then the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(i) There exist pairwise disjoint sets X1 ..... Xn with X~ C__ Ai , 
r~ <~ [ Xi I ~ ri (1 ~ i ~ n) such that the set X = X 1 I...) " ' "  k,.) X n satisfies 
the inequalities 
s~ ~ IXnE j l  ~s  5 (1 ~j~p) .  
(ii) Whenever I _C {1 ..... n}, J _C {1 ..... p}, we have 
I A(I) n E(J)l ~ max l~ir; -- ~ sJ ~ s' 5 ~ ril" 
jCJ jeJ i(il 
We shall denote by 92 resp. 92' the family consisting of ri resp. r~ copies 
of A~, 1 ~< i ~< n; and by ~ resp. ~' the family consisting of st resp. s~ 
copies of E 5 , 1 ~< j ~< p. Statement (i) in the theorem is evidently valid 
if and only if there exist families 920, % with a CT for which 92' C 92o _C 92, 
~' C % C ~. By Lemma 3 this is the case precisely if both the following 
conditions are satisfied: (a) 92' and a subfamily of ~ have a CT; (b) ~' 
and a subfamily of 92 have a CT. Now, by Lemma 2, condition (a) holds 
if and only if 
n 'A  ~ n ~ UP, ,n 5 ZP;+ Y 5- Zs5 
"= j=l i=1 j=l 5=1 
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whenever 0 ~ p~ ~ r~ (I ~ i ~ n), 0 ~ aj ~ s5 (1 ~ j  ~ p). This means 
that, for I _C{1 ..... n}, J C{1,...,p}, 
UAin UEj ~Zr ;q -2s~-Zs  ~ 
i~I j~J ieI j~J J=l 
= Er ; - -  
i~l jCJ 
By analogous reasoning, it follows that (b) holds if and only if, for all 
I C{k. . . ,n},  JC{1  ..... p}, 
L) a i  n U Ej ~2s~-Zr~.  
i61 j~J j~J ir 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 1. Let 9I : (A1 ..... An) be a family of subsets of E, and 
let (El ..... E~) be a partition of E. Further, let 0 <~ r 5 <~ sj (1 ~ j ~ p) be 
integers. Then 91 possesses a transversal X such that 
rj~< [ X r E~.] ~<sj (1 <~j<~p) 
if  and only if, for all I C {1,..., n}, J C {1 ..... p}, 
I A(I) n E(J)I > / [ I I - -  min tn -  ~ rj, ~ s~!. 
( je J  je j  
This result, which follows at one from Theorem 1 if we take r~ --~ ri = 1 
(1 ~< i ~< n) and replace the symbol s~ by rj, was originally proved by 
Hoffman and Kuhn [7] with the aid of linear programming. 
THEOREM 2. Let (E  1 . . . . .  Era) and(F1 ..... Fn) be two partitions of a set E. 
Further, let 0 ~ r~ ~ ri (1 ~ i ~ m), 0 ~< sj ~< sj (1 <~ j <~ n) be integers. 
Then there exists a set X C_ E which satisfies the relations 
r; < IXnE ,  
and only if, 
Z 
i~I 
j~J 
Taking (A 1 
582/5/~-3 
I<~ri(1 <~i<~m), s~<~[Xc~F~l<~s~(1 <~j<~n) 
(3.1) 
for all I C { 1,..., m}, J C { 1 ..... n}. 
max l~r~'- ~sj, ~ s ; -  ~ Ci" I E, nF j [  ~ (3.2) 
jCJ j~J ir ) 
..... An) to be a partition of E and suitably changing the 
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notation in Theorem 1, we infer at once that a set X satisfying (3.1) exists 
if and only if, for all I _C {1 ..... m}, J _C {1 .... , n}, 
[UE, nUF l maxl rg- s , s;- r  t- 
i l l  j~J FCJ i~J i~I 
But 
I 
tUE~nUF;  = ErE inF ,  1, 
iEI jEJ i~I 
j~J 
and the assertion follows. 
4. EXTENSION OF A THEOREM OF W.  VOGEL 
The remainder of this note will be devoted to the study of a number of 
consequences of Theorem 2. W. Vogel [14], making use of results in the 
theory of integral linear programming, considered the following question: 
if A~ .... , A, are subsets of (xl ..... x,,}, when is it possible to select sets 
Xi C_ Ai with I X~ ] = si (1 ~ i ~ n) such that, for 1 ~ j ~ m, xj belongs 
to at most rj Xi's ? We shall see that it is not difficult to settle a more 
general problem. 
THEOREM 3. Let A1 ..... A~ be subsets of  E = {Xx .... , xm). Further, let 
0 ~ s~ ~ si (1 ~ i ~ n), 0 ~ r~ ~ r~ (1 ~ j ~ m) be integers. The following 
statements are then equivalent. 
(i) There exist sets X1 ..... X~ with Xi  C_ Ai  , s~ ~ [ Xi  I ~ si (1 ~ i ~ n) 
such that, for  1 ~. ]  ~ m, x~ belongs to at least rj and at most rj Xi's. 
(ii) The inequality 
~IA,  nF ,  ~max l~s  ~-  ~ rj ,  ~ r~- -~s / l  
i~I i~I xiCF xi~F ir 
holds whenever I _C {1 .... , n} and F C_ E. 
To establish this result, we write 
={( i , j ) : l  ~ i~n,  1 ~ j~m,  xj~At}, 
A~ = {(i,j) : 1 ~ j ~ m, x~. ~ Ai} (1 -~ i ~ n), 
Bj ={( i , j ) : l  ~i~n,  x j~A i}  (1 ~j~m) .  
Then (ha ..... A,) and (~1 ..... B,~) are partitions of E. Statement (i) in the 
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theorem plainly holds if and only if there exists a set Y ~ F. such that 
s' <~ l Y n_~ l <~ s, (1 <~ i <~ rj' <~ l Y n f3j t ~ G (l ~ . j  ~ m); 
and, by Theorem 2, this is the case if and only if 
~ I ~_~ n ~ I, >~ max 1~ s ~ -- ~r j  , ~r'--~ ~ s,l 
iel ( iffI jCJ d~J ir 
jeJ  
whenever I _C {1 ..... n}, J C {1,..., m}. Now write F = {xj : j  e J}. We have 
[ ,~ n f~ [ = 1 or 0 according as x~ ~ Ai or x~ r Ai ; and so 
i~I iel 
jeJ  
The proof  is therefore complete. 
COROLLARY 2. There exist sets X 1 . . . . .  X n with Xi C_ Ai , s~ ~ [ Xi l 
(1 ~ i ~ n) such that, for 1 ~ j ~ m, xj belongs to at most rj Xi's if and 
only if 
Z]A~FI  >/Zs~ - Z rj 
i~I i~l xjCF 
whenever I _C_C {1 ..... n} and F C_ E. 
This result, which is effectively due to Vogel [14, Satz. 4.7], follows at 
once if we take si = oo (1 ~ i ~ n), r~ = 0 (1 ~ j  ~ m) in Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY 3. There exist sets X 1 . . . . .  X n with X~ C A i ,  I X~ I ~ si 
(1 ~ i ~ n) such that, for 1 ~ j ~ m, xj belongs to at least r~ Xi' s if and 
only if 
ZIA ,  nF]  >/ Z r~- -Zs~ 
i~I xj~F ir 
whenever I _C {1 .... , n} and F C_ E. 
To prove this corollary, we take s~ = 0 (1 ~< i ~< n), r 5 = oe (1 ~< j ~ m) 
in Theorem 3. 
Again, the specialization s~ =& = 1 (1 ~<i~<n) r; -----0, r~ = 1 
(1 ~< j ~< m) in Theorem 3 allows us to infer that the family (A1 ..... An) 
possesses a transversal if and only if 
~[A iRF I>/ [ I I+[F I - -m (I_C{1 ..... n}, F ~ E). (4.1) 
ieI 
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But, according to P. Hall 's theorem [5], (A 1 ..... An) possesses a transversal 
if and only if 
I A(I)] ~ I I [ (I _C {I ..... n}). (4.2) 
Consequently, conditions (4.1) and (4.2) are equivalent, and it may be of 
some interest o supply a direct verification of this fact. 
Suppose that (4.1) holds. Let I _C {1 ..... n} and put F = E - -  A(I). Then 
I F ]  =m--  [A(1)I, A inF  = ~ ( i~ I )  
and so, by (4.1), 
0 ~> I I [  + (m -- I A(I)I) - -  m. 
Hence (4.1) implies (4.2). On the other hand, let (4.2) hold. Then, for 
I _C {1,..., n}, F _C E, we have 
~ I A,~c~ F]  ~ IA( I )  nF ]  
ieI 
=lm( I ) !+ lF l - - lm( I )wF  >~11 +lF I - -m.  
Thus (4.2) implies (4.1). 
5. AN EXISTENCE THEOREM FOR INTEGRAL MA'IRICES 
In this section we shall determine necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the existence of an integral matrix whose elements, row-sums, and 
column-sums all lie between prescribed bounds. I f  Q is a matrix, we shall 
denote by Ri(Q) and Cj(Q) the sum of its elements in the i-th row and the 
j-th column respectively. 
THEOREM 4. Let 0 <~ r~ <~ r~, 0 <~ s~ <~ s~, cij >/0 (1 ~< i ~< m, 
1 <~ j <~ n) be integers. Then there exists an m x n matrix Q = (qij) with 
integral elements such that 
r~ ~ R,(Q) <~ rr 
s'j <.< C (Q) < s t 
0 <~ qij <~ % 
(1 -<< i ~ m) (5.1) 
(1 ~< j ~< n) (5.2) 
(1 ~ i~<m,  1 ~ j~<n)  (5.3) 
(/'and only if, for all I _C {1 .... , m}, J C {1 ..... n}, 
y sj 
i~ I j CJ jr 1 i~tI 
JzJ 
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It may be noted in passing that, for % = oe (all i, j), the theorem 
asserts that there exists an integral matrix Q subject to (5.1) and (5.2) if 
and only if 
Z . , ~ ~<~r i  
1 1 1 1 
Needless to say, this much easier result admits of an independent routine 
proof. 
To establish the theorem we put 
E ={( i , j , k ) : l  <~i<.m, 1 ~ j<~n,  1 <~k~%},  
E~ ={(i , j ,k):  1 ~j<~n,  1 ~ k<~ cij} (1 ~ i~<m),  
Fj ={(i , j ,k):  1 ~ i~m,  1 ~k~c i j}  (1 ~ j~<n) .  
Then (Ea ..... Era) and (Fx ..... F,) are partit ions of E. Given a set X _C E, 
we define the m • n matrix Q = (q~-) by the formula 
q~j = IXc~EinF~I .  
Then (5.3) is satisfied. Again, given Q = (qij) subject to (5.3), we define 
X _C E by the formula 
X ={( i , j , k ) :  1 ~<i~<m,  
In either case, we have 
R~(Q) = / X t~ Ei] (1 ~ i ~ m), 
1 <~j<~n, 1 <~k<~qij}. 
Cj(Q) = I Xn  Fj [ (1 ~<j ~< n). 
Hence there exists a matrix Q with the requisite properties if and only if  
there exists a set X _C E which satisfies (3.1). By Theorem 2, this is the case 
if and only if (3.2) holds whenever I _C {1 ..... m}, J _C {1 .. . . .  n}. But 
r Ei n Fj I = %,  and the assertion therefore follows. 
In the above proof, we used Theorem 2 to deduce Theorem 4, but it is 
clear that the converse inference can be established just as easily. Further, 
if A1 ..... A,  are subsets of {xl ,..., x,,,}, put % = 1 or 0 according as 
xj ~ Ai or xj q~ Ai .  Applying Theorem 4 to the n • m matrix (c~;), we at 
once obtain Theorem 3. 
Let us next consider briefly some special cases. Taking ri = oo 
(1 ~< i ~< m), s~ = 0 (1 ~<j ~< n), we see that a matrix Q* with 
r i <~ Ri(Q*), C~(Q*) <~s~, 0 ~q*  ~ci~ (1 ~ i~<m,  1 ~ j~n)  
(5.4) 
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exists if and only if 
Z c. Z r" -- st 
iel ieI jCJ 
jeJ 
for all I, J. Again, taking r; = 0 (1 ~< i ~ m), s~ = oo (1 ~< j ~< n), we see 
that a matrix Q** with 
R~(Q**) ~ r~ s' , j <~ C~(Q**), 
0 ~q**  ~ci~ (l ~ i~m,  1 ~j~n)  I (5.5) 
exists if and only if 
Z % E s' - J 2 r i  
ieI jeJ ir 
jeJ 
for all I, J. These criteria gain interest in the light of a "linking principle" 
of Fulkerson [2, Theorem 3] which states that, if there exist matrices Q*, 
Q** satisfying (5.4) and (5.5), respectively, then there exists a matrix Q 
satisfying (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3). Clearly, Fulkerson's principle follows at 
once from Theorem 4. Conversely, Theorem 4 is a consequence of 
Fulkerson's principle and either of the two special cases just mentioned. 
6. INCIDENCE MATRICES 
We shall next specialize our inquiry to the study of incidence matrices, 
i.e. matrices all of whose elements are equal to 0 or 1. All results 
obtained here will ultimately be derived from Theorem 4. As before, 
we shall write 0~r~r i  (1 ~ i~m) ,  0~s~s j  (1 ~ j~n) ;  
all these symbols denote integers. 
Taking e~. = 1 (all i,j) in Theorem 4, we are led at once to the following 
result. 
COROLLARY 4. There ex&ts an m • n incidence matrix Q with 
r ! t i ~R i (Q)  ~r i  (1 ~ i~m) ,  sj ~ Cj(Q) ~s j  (1 ~ j~n)  
if and only if, for all I _C {1,..., m}, J _C {1 .... , n}, 
J~J J~J ir 
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In certain cases, it proves possible to simplify appreciably the conditions 
just stated for the existence of the desired matrix: below, we shall be 
concerned with such simplifications. It is convenient, at this stage, to 
introduce some additional notation. 
If x i ,  Yi (1 ~< i ~< n) are real numbers, let xl ..... xn be the numbers 
Xl ..... xn arranged in non-ascending order of magnitude; and let 371 ..... 37, 
be defined analogously. If
~ + --. + ~k ~ 371 + --- +37~ (6.1) 
for each k with 1 ~< k ~< n, we shall write 
(xl ..... x,) < (yl ,..., y,). 
If, in addition, (6.1) holds with equality for k = n, we shall write 
(xl ..... x~) < (yl ..... y,3. 
Again, for given numbers xl ..... x,~, we shall denote by x* the number of 
x's greater than or equal to k. 
LEMMA 4. Let ai (1 ~ i <~ m), bj (1 <<_ j <~ n) be non-negative integers. 
Then the inequality 
[ I [] J I ~ ~ a1 -- ~ bj (6.2) 
iel jCJ 
holds for all I _C {1 ..... m}, J C {1 ..... n} if and only if 
(a 1 ..... %) ~ (b*,..., b*). (6.3) 
This result is implicit e.g. in the work of Vogel [15]; but, for the sake 
of completeness, we shall write out a proof. We begin by observing that 
b* = min(b~, k) (1 ~< k ~< m). (6.4) 
i=1 j=l  
Suppose that (6.2) holds for all I, J. Take I C {1 ..... rn} and put 
J={. j : l<~j<~n,  bj/> lI[}. 
Then, in view of (6.4), we have 
~.a~<~[ I l l J l §247  min(b j , l I ] ) - - -  ~b* .  
i~I jCJ jEJ jCJ j=l  i=I  
Thus (6.2) implies (6.3). 
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Next, let (6.3) be satisfied, so that 
whenever I __C { 1 ..... m}. 
by virtue of  (6.4), 
~a~ 
i~l 
III 
Za i<~ Zb*  
iel i=1 
Taking any sets I _C {1 .... , m}, J _C {1,..., n}, we have, 
Z b* = min(bs, l I t) 
i=i 5=1 
= ~. min(bj, I I j) + ~ min(bj,  J I l) 
J~J j~J 
j~J jcJ Jcs 
Therefore (6.3) implies 
The combination of 
following result: 
(6.2); and the assertion is proved. 
Corollary 4 and Lemma 4 yields immediately the 
THEOREM 5. There exists an in • n incidence matrix Q which satisfies 
the relations 
r'i <~Ri(Q) ~r l  (1 ~<i~m) ,  s t' ~ C~(Q) ~<s t (1 ~ j~n)  
i f  and only i f  
(r~ r;,) • (s*,..., * s' ..... s,,), (s; ..... ,) < (r* ..... r*~). 
This theorem is due to Fulkerson [2], whose argument is based on 
consideration of  flows in networks. 
COROLLARY 5. There exists an m • n incidence matrix Q with 
ri ~ Ri(Q) (1 ~ i ~ m), C~(Q) ~ s5 (1 <~ j <~ n) i f  and only i f  
(r  I ..... rm) < (s~ ..... s* ) ,  (6.5) 
To prove this, we simply take ri = ~ (1 ~ i ~< m), s~ = 0 (1 ~ j ~< n) 
in Theorem 5 and write ri in place of r" .  
COROLLARY 6. Let sl ,..., sn ~ m. 1 There exists an m • n incidence 
a This condition cannot be dispensed with. Thus, if m = n = 2, rl = 2, r, = 1, 
sl = 3, s2 = 1, then (6.6) is satisfied but there exists no matrix with row-sums 2, 1 and 
column-sums 3,1. 
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matrix with row-sums r 1 ..... rm and column-sums s~ ,..., s,~ if and only if 2 
(r x ..... r,~) -~ (s~* ..... s*). (6.6) 
This criterion was discovered independently by Gale [4] and by 
Ryser [13]. Gale's proof  is based on the "demand-supply theorem," 
Ryser's on direct combinatorial  reasoning. Other proofs have been given 
since, e.g. by Fulkerson [2], Higgins [6], and Vogel [15]. 
We first note that, in view of (6.4), 
s~" min(sj , m) = s* = ~ i .  (6.7) 
1 1 1 
Assume now that a matrix of the required kind exists. Then, by Corollary 5, 
(6.5) is valid. Further, by (6.7), 
1 1 1 
and so (6.6) is valid. On the other hand, if (6.6) holds, then so does (6.5). 
Hence, again by Corollary 5, there exists a matrix Q with 
ri<~R~(Q) (1 ~ i~m) ,  Cj(Q)<~st (1 ~<j~<n)  
and therefore, in view of (6.7) and (6.6), 
~z 
r i ~ ~ Ri(Q)--~ ~ Cj(Q) ~ ~ sj = ~ s* = ~ r i . 
I 1 1 1 1 I 
The sign of equality therefore holds throughout, and the matrix Q thus 
has the desired properties. 
We shall conclude our discussion with the derivation of a result due to 
Fulkerson [3]. 
THEOREM 6. Let rl >~ "'" ~ r, ~ O, sl ~ "'" ~ sn ~ 0 be integers. 
There exists an n • n incidence matrix Q with zero trace and such that 
ri ~ Ri(Q) and Ci(Q) ~ si (1 ~ i ~ n) if and only if, for 1 ~ k ~ n, 
k k 
Z r, ~< Z s~' -- min(k, Pk), 
i=1 i=1 
2 We note that conditions (6.6) and sl ,..., s, ~< m imply that rl ..... r,~ ~ n. Hence, 
by transposition, we infer that relation (6.6) above can be replaced by 
(s~ ..... s.) < (rl ..... r.). 
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where 3
Pk = max{i: si >/k}. 
We specialize Theorem 4 by taking m = n, % = 1 or 0 according as 
i 3&j or i = j ,  ri = ~, s~ ~- 0 (1 ~< i ~< n), and replacing the symbol 
r~ by r~. We then infer that a matrix Q of the required kind exists if and 
only if 
~r~ ~l l J ] J l -  j I~ J l -k  ~s~ (6.8) 
i e l  jCJ 
whenever I, J _C {I ..... n}. For brevity, we shall write p in place of Pk. 
Making use of (6.4), we first note that, for 1 ~< k ~< n, 
~, s* -- min(k, p) = kp -- min(k, p) -? 
i= l  i=p+l  
S i . 
Thus our object is to show that (6.8) holds for all I, J if and only if 
k 
r i ~ kp  - -  min(k, p) + ~ si (6.9) 
i= l  i=p+l  
whenever 1 ~< k ~< n. Now the substitution I = {1 ..... k}, J = {1 ..... p} 
in (6.8) at once yields (6.9), and it only remains to show that the validity 
of (6.9) for all k implies that of (6.8) for all I, J. 
Our next step is to verify the inequalities 
kp--min(k,p)-t-  ~ s, <~kh--min(k,h) Jr ~ s, (1 <k ,  h <~n). 
i=~+1 i=h+l  
(6.1o) 
If p < h, then 
h 
kp- -min(k ,p )+ ~ s~=kp- -min(k ,p ) - t -  ~ s~+ ~ s~ 
i=~0+1 t=p+l  i=h+l  
<~ kp -- min(k, p) --k 
h 
Y'. (k -  
i ff ip+l /ff ih+l 
= kh -- h q- p -- min(k, p) q- ~ si 
i=h+l  
<~ kh- -  min(k,h) q- ~ si. 
i=h+l  
8 If sl < k, we define Pk as 0. 
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On the other hand, ifp > h, then 
kp --  min(k ,p )  -k ~ si = kp --  min(k ,p )  q- ~ s,-- E 
i~/a+l i=k+l i=k+l 
Si 
~< kp -- min(k, p) q- S i - -  E 
i=h+l i=h+I 
= kh -- min(k,p) q- ~ si 
i~h+l 
kh -- min(k ,h )  q- ~ si. 
i=hT1 
Thus (6.113) is valid. 
Finally, suppose that (6.9) holds for 1 ~< k ~< n. Then, in view of (6.10), 
~,ri <~kh--min(k,h) q- si (1 <~k, h <~n). (6.10) 
i=1 i=h+l 
LetI, J___{l ..... n}andwritellI =k ,  IJI =h.  Then 
ri <~ ~ ri <~ kh --  min(k,  h) -t- si 
iEI i=1 i=h+l 
IIIJ 
IIJJ 
-- min(I 11, I J I) + 
i=lJ[+1 
- - l l n J ]+  ~s~, 
)r 
Si 
and the proof is cornplete. 
Note added in proof (9 November 1967). It is natural to conjecture that the existence 
result embodied in Theorem 4 retains its validity if all symbols (other than m and n) 
which occur in the statement of the theorem are taken not as integers but as real 
numbers. The argument used to establish Theorem 4 will, of course, fail. Nevertheless, 
the conjectured result is valid; and its derivation from Theorem 4 can be carried out 
by the standard procedure of first extending the "integral case" to the "rational case" 
and then establishing the "real case" by means of rational approximations to the real 
parameters. 
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